Mundakopanishad
Mantra 3.1.9
There are some inhibiting factors to the knowledge of the self. Your daily experience of pleasure and
pain inhibit the knowledge gained by the çästra. Even though you do not have doubt about the vision of
the çästra, experientially you seem to be different from what you have come to know about the self.
Nididhyäsana, contemplation, is, therefore, advised by the çästra to eliminate the viparéta-bhävanä.
There is a common notion that ätman is beyound the mind. There is no instrument available to see what
is beyond the mind. You therefore conclude that ätman is to be experienced. The next mantra negates
this idea, and also, points out where the ätman is to be recognized, as well as how it is to be recognized.
Every mantra of the upaniñad in this section is complete by itself, because each reveals what is to be
known. In addition, each one of them has something special to contribute.

@;ae=[uraTma cetsa veidtVy>
yiSmn! àa[> pÂxa s<ivvez,
àa[EiíÄ< svRmaet< àjana<
yiSmn! ivzuÏe ivÉvTye; AaTma.3.1.9.
eño'ëurätmä cetasä veditavyaù
yasmin präëaù païcadhä saàviveça.
präëaiçcittaà sarvamotaà prajänäà
yasmin viçuddhe vibhavatyeña ätmä . (3.1.9)

eñaù -- this; aëuù -- subtle; ätmä -- the self;
veditavyaù -- has to be understood; cetasä -- by the mind;
yasmin -- in which; präëaù -- präëa;
saàviveça -- has entered; païcadhä -- in a five-fold way;
sarvam -- the entire; cittaà -- the mind;
prajänäm -- of the people; präëaiù -- along with the sense organs;
otam -- is pervaded; yasmin -- in which;
viçuddhe -- pure; eñaù -- this;
ätmä -- self; vibhavati -- reveals itself
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This subtle self has to be understood by the mind alone that is located in that (body) wherein the präëa
has entered in a five-fold way. The entire mind of the people, along with their sense organs, is
pervaded by consciousness. When this (mind) is rendered pure, the self reveals itself.
Eñaù ätmä aëuù cetasä veditavyaù : the ätman under discussion is very subtle and it is to be recognised by
the mind. The word 'aëuù' means very subtle. It is not an object for you to recognise; it is the subject,
the content of everything, of every concept. It has to be known by the mind. It is not an object of
thought, and at the same time, it has to be known only by the mind. The Kaöhopaniñad says, "By the
mind alone it should be known."174 So the mind has a role in gaining this knowledge.

Only Éçvara does not require a mind for knowing, because the mäyä-upädhi makes him omniscient.
That is the beauty. If he needs a mind then he will not be all-knowledge. The jéva, however, needs an
appropriate means of knowledge. Eyes are required to know colour and shape, but the mind has got to
be behind the eyes. The mind has to be behind all the senses for a relevant thought form to take place,
in keeping with the object perceived. If the object seen is a pot, the thought will take the form of the
pot. The whole environment that is sighted, including the position and place of the pot, becomes a
thought. It is not that the pot is known as suspended in the air. You always see an object along with
the environment. In the wake of the thought, the covering, the remoteness of the pot is negated. You
cannot then say, "I am ignorant of the pot." The assumption of a våtti, thought, in the form of the object
like 'pot thought,' is the first operation in any knowing activity; that removes the remoteness of the
object. The second operation is the recognition of the object of the våtti, which is in the form of 'I know
this pot.' The first operation is technically called våtti-vyäpti where the mind assumes the form of the
object. The second operation is called phala-vyäpti, where the result of operating the pramäëa namely
knofwledge, is gained. The result belongs to the knower. This two-fold operation is involved in every
from of empirical knowledge.
With reference to the knowledge of ätman, the second operation is not required. From the teaching you
understand that the entire jagat including your body-mind-sense complex is non-separate from Éçvara.
Éçvara is then understood as non-separate from you, the consciousness. In this knowledge the
unknown-ness of Éçvara goes away. Consciousness is recognised through a våtti as the truth of the
subject, the object and the connection between the two. In fact consciousness itself is called
akhaëòäkära-våtti, a thought free from divisions. All the words used to reveal this identity disappear.
The våtti that removes the ignorance goes away. That våtti does not objectify the ätman, and does not
have to objectify the ätman because ätman is self-revealing. The self-revealing, divisionless
consciousness is you and it is everything. This recognition is the result of the operation of the words of
Vedanta. The result of operation that belongs to the knower is not relevant here, because the knower is
resloved in the wake of knowledge. Therefore we say, "It is beyond mind." The status of being a
knower is a våtti that belongs to the mind, necessarily, and it is part of Éçvara's creation.
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Whenever we say, "It is beyond mind," it means it is not an object of thought. It does not mean that
the mind is not necessary. Mind is the only instrument with which you can know. Therefore, the çruti
says, cetasä veditavyaù, by the mind alone it should be known. For the ignorance to go, the våtti-jïäna
opposed to ignorance is necessary. It means you need to employ your mind; you have to expose the
mind to the pramäëa. Only then does the knowledge takes place. Knowledge does not take place in
any other manner.
You may ask, "What about intuitive knowledge?" Intuition is not a pramäëa. You cannot distinguish
between wishful thinking and intuition. One person told me, "Swamiji, I had an intuition yesterday
that you were calling me. So I am here." I had to reply him, "I am sorry, I did not call you. Not that
you are not worthy of my thought, but I was too busy for the past six months. I did not have time to
think about you." Intuition does not belong to any one of the six pramäëas.
Further, yasmin präëaù païcadhä saàviveça: Ätman is to be known in this body in which the präëa has
entered in a five-fold way. Präëa is the life force. The air obtaining outside becomes präëa when it is
inhaled. That präëa again is Éçvara. It enters a body in a five-fold way doing five types of jobs such as
respiration, evacuation, digestion and so on. The idea conveyed here is that ätman should be known
when the präëa is active, when you are alive. You should not look forward to gaining ätman after
death. After death two things are possible. You may not exist or you may be travelling. If the person
does not exist, then there is no question of mokña for him or her. If the person travels, then the
destination is going to be a temporary home. So mokña is to be gained right now. Since it is already
gained, it is to be recognised in the buddhi where you gain the knowledge of any object.
The çruti also talks about other things such as heaven, life after death and so on. It talks about your
psychological life too. Astrology also talks about an individual, what you have accomplished, what
you are going to accomplish, what is possible for you to accomplish and so on. It tells only about the
life you have been living. You can understand revelations of the çruti dealing with heaven etc., and
relate with them. But here the çruti talks about the self that is already there, though not available for
objectification. You have to bring an object of knowledge to your mind to know it. The pot that is
outside is known when it is loaded in your mind. Ätman, however, is not availbale outside to get
loaded in your mind for you to see. If ätman, is not an object of thought, how will you recognize
ätman?
The çruti therefore says, sarvaà cittaà präëaiù otam: the entire mind along with präëa is woven into
ätman, pervaded by the ätman. Çaìkara's example here is - like the milk pervaded by fat. 175 The fat is
not on the top of the milk or at the bottom or on the sides. The whole milk is pervaded by fat. You
cannot say, "I am only taking milk, I am not taking fat." Even though you are not taking fat you
become fat. From that you understand that milk has fat. Similarly, the entire mind consisting of the
knower-known- knowledge differences is pervaded by the ätman. Therefore, the mind is conscious.176
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You should not look for consciousness beyond the mind. If you look beyond the mind, you will become mentally unbalanced. There is nothing beyond the mind; everything is within mind, including
the concept of 'beyond'. The consciousness with reference to the locus of a concept is called the
knower. It is conditioned by the status of being the subject. The same consciousness with respect to a
given object or thought becomes object consciousness. It is conditioned by the status of being an
object. Both the subject and the object are pervaded by one consciousness, in the sense, both are
nothing but consciousness. Consciousness is neither subject nor object. It is the basis for the time and
space framework in which the subject and object exist. What a wonder it is! The ätman is recognised
in this manner.
You may ask a question, 'If both the subject and object are ätman why do I not recognise it?' Suppose
you want to see Gangasagar. You can see it only by going there. Sitting in Rishikesh you cannot see
Gangasagar. Rishkesh is far away from Gangasagar. You have to place yourself in a situation from
where the object to be seen is available within the vicinity of your perception. Here the problem of
placing yourself in the vicinity of ätman is not there because the object also is ätman. It is always available. How can you miss it?
Just because it is available, it does not necessarily mean you recognise it. There is something called
ignorance which denies recognition. You may be standing right on a herb that is the cure for a disease
you suffer from, yet you may be searching for it. One may pray to Lord Sun, "You are the Lord of all
herbs. You fill up the earth along with the moon. Bless me with that herb that will cure my disease."
You can miss the obvious due to ignorance. You do not recognise ätman because of ignorance.
Because of ignorance you are born. You are born ignorant; born, you continue to be ignorant, and the
ignorant is born again. Knowledge is never born. Ätman is never born. This is called knowledge.
Ignorance of ätman gives rise to other forms of impurities like räga-dveña. When you are under the
spell of räga-dveña with respect to various objects, you are looking for a solution outside. Therefore,
there is no way of solving the problem. If you neutralise the räga-dveña, then you fall back upon
yourself and the çästra will help you to remove the ignorance. Therefore, it is said, yasmin viçuddhe eña
ätman vibhavati: when the mind is rendered pure, 'I' the ätman reveals itself as Brahman. It is the
solution you are searching for. You are not looking for whether 'I am' or 'I am not'. You are looking
for 'what I am'. You are the ätman which shines as the nature of the knower.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------174

mnsEvedm! AaÝVym!, (kQaepin;t! 2.1.11)

175

Aaet< VyaÝ< ]Irimv õehen, kaòimv Ai¶na, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )

176

sv¡ ih àjanam! ANt>kr[< cetnavt! àisÎ< laeke, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )

to be continued.....
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